Introduction
The following surprising conjecture was formulated by Kashiwara [K] .
1.1. Conjecture Kash top (C). Suppose that "algebraic variety" means "algebraic variety over C" and "perverse sheaf on X" means "perverse sheaf of F -vector spaces on X(C) equipped with the usual topology, which is constructible in the Zariski sense", where F is a field of characteristic 0.
1. Let π : X → Y be a proper morphism of algebraic varieties and M a semisimple perverse sheaf on X. Then the complex π * (M ) is "semisimple", i.e., isomorphic to a direct sum of complexes of the form N k [k] where the N k 's are semisimple perverse sheaves.
2. In the above situation the hard Lefschetz theorem holds, i.e., if u ∈ H 2 (X, Z) is the class of a relatively ample line bundle on X then multiplication by u k , k > 0, induces an isomorphism H −k π * (M ) → H k π * (M ).
3. Let M be a semisimple perverse sheaf on an algebraic variety X. Let f be a regular function on X. Denote by Ψ f the corresponding nearby cycle functor. Let W denote the monodromy filtration of Ψ f (M ) (i.e., the unique exhaustive increasing filtration with the following property: if T u ∈ Aut Ψ f (M ) is the unipotent automorphism from the Jordan decomposition of the monodromy T ∈ Aut Ψ f (M ) and N := T u − id then N W k Ψ f (M ) ⊂ W k−2 Ψ f (M ) and the morphisms N k : gr W k (Ψ f (M )) → gr W −k (Ψ f (M )) are isomorphisms). Then the perverse sheaf gr W (Ψ f (M )) is semisimple.
Remark. Statement 3 implies the semisimplicity of gr W (Φ f (M )), where Φ f is the vanishing cycle functor. Indeed, if M is irreducible and Supp M ⊂ {x ∈ X|f (x) = 0} then (Φ f (M ), N ) ≃ Im(T − id : Ψ f (M ) → Ψ f (M )), so gr W (Φ f (M )) considered just as a perverse sheaf (with forgotten grading) is isomorphic to a direct summand of gr W (Ψ f (M )). 1.2. Beilinson, Bernstein, Deligne, and Gabber proved that the above conjecture holds if M "has geometric origin" (see [BBD] , § §6.2.4 -6.2.10 for the proof of statements 1 and 2 in this case). We will show that it holds if the rank of each irreducible component of M on its smoothness locus is ≤ 2, and in the general case it would follow from a plausible conjecture formulated by de Jong [dJ] . We need the following particular case of de Jong's conjecture. Conjecture dJ(n) . Let X be an absolutely irreducible normal scheme over a finite filed F q . Let F be a finite field such that char F = char F q . Suppose that ρ 0 : π 1 (X ⊗F q ) → GL(n, F) is an absolutely irreducible representation and ρ t : π 1 (X ⊗F q ) → GL(n, F[[t]]) is its deformation (i.e., a continuous morphism such that the composition of ρ t and the evaluation morphism GL(n, F[[t]]) → GL(n, F) equals ρ 0 ). If ρ t extends to a morphism π 1 (X) → GL(n, F[[t]]) then the deformation ρ t is trivial (i.e., ρ t (γ) = g t ρ(γ)g −1 t , g t ∈ Ker(GL(n, F[[t]]) → GL(n, F)), g 0 = 1). 1.3. Main Theorem. Conjecture dJ(n) implies Kashiwara' s conjecture for irreducible perverse sheaves whose rank over the smoothness locus equals n. 1.4. De Jong [dJ] has proved dJ(n) (and, in fact, a stronger conjecture) for n ≤ 2. His method is to reduce the statement to the case that X is a smooth projective curve and then to prove a version of the Langlands conjecture (more precisely, he proves that given a continuous representation σ : π 1 (X) → GL(n, F((t)) ), n ≤ 2, whose restriction to π 1 (X ⊗F q ) is absolutely irreducible there exists a nonzero F((t))-valued unramified cusp form on GL(n) over the adeles of X which is an eigenfunction of the Hecke operators with eigenvalues related in the usual way with the eigenvalues of σ(F r v ), v ∈ X). Then he uses the fact that the space of cusp forms with given central character is finite-dimensional and therefore the eigenvalues of Hecke operators belong toF if the central character is defined overF. 1.5. Remark. The above Conjecture Kash top (C) implies a similar statement for holonomic D-modules with regular singularities. Kashiwara [K] conjectured that the regular singularity assumption is, in fact, unnecessary. I cannot prove this. 1. 6 . For an algebraically closed field k denote by Kash l (k) the analog of Conjecture Kash top (C) with C replaced by k, the usual topology replaced by the etale topology and F assumed to be a finite extension of Q l , l = char k. One has Kash top (C) ⇒Kash l (C); on the other hand, if Kash l (C) is true for infinitely many primes l then Kash top (C) holds (the easy Lemma 2.5 below shows that the field F from Kash top (C) can be assumed to be a number field without loss of generality; then use arguments from [BBD] , §6.1.1). One also has Kash l (C) ⇒Kash l (k) for every k of characteristic 0 (indeed, a perverse Q l -sheaf on a variety over k is defined over a countable subfield k 0 ⊂ k, which can be embedded into C). In fact, a specialization argument in the spirit of [BBD] , §6.1.6 shows that Kash l (k) ⇔Kash l (Q) for any k of characteristic 0.
Remark.
A similar specialization argument shows that Kash l (k) is equivalent to Kash l (F p ) for any algebraically closed field k of characteristic p > 0. But I cannot prove Kash l (F p ). 1.7. To prove that de Jong's conjecture implies Kash top (C) we use the fact that Kash l (F p ) is true if M comes from a perverse sheaf M 0 on a variety X 0 over F p m with X 0 ⊗ F p mFp = X. This is well known if M is pure, but according to Lafforgue ([L] , Corollary VII.8) every irreducible l-adic perverse sheaf on X 0 becomes pure after tensoring it by a rank 1 sheaf on Spec F p m (this follows from the Langlands conjecture for GL(n) over a functional field proved in [L] ). We also use the moduli of local systems on a complex variety to get rid of certain singularities (see 2.6) . This is why I cannot deduce Kash l (F p ) from de Jong's conjecture even though we use characteristic p arguments to deduce Kash top (C).
Even if it is possible to prove de Jong's conjecture, it would be great if somebody finds a direct proof of Kash top (C) or its D-module version. This has already been done in some particular cases. In the case that Y is a point, X is smooth, and M is a local system statement 2 was proved by C. Simpson [Si] . Using D-modules and Simpson's idea of mixed twistor structures C. Sabbah [Ss] has recently proved statements 2,3 of Kashiwara's conjecture under the assumption that X is smooth and M is a local system extendable to a local system on a compactification on X; he has also proved statement 1 under the additional assumption that Y is projective. [dJ] long before it was published.
Outline of the proof
In this section we prove Theorem 1.3 modulo some lemmas. Their proofs (which are standard) can be found in §3 and §6.
2.1. We can assume that the perverse sheaf M from Conjecture Kash top (C) is irreducible and is not supported at a closed subvariety of X different from X. Then there is a smooth open j : U ֒→ X, U = ∅, such that M = j ! * M U for some irreducible lisse perverse sheaf M U on U . Denote by n the rank of M U .
An irreducible lisse perverse sheaf on U (C) is the same as a local system on U or a representation of π 1 (U, u), u ∈ U (C). So irreducible lisse perverse sheaves on U (C) form an algebraic stack of finite type over Z. The corresponding coarse moduli scheme Irr U n is of finite type over Z. The functor A → Irr U n (A) on the category of commutative rings is the sheaf (for the etale topology) associated to the presheaf Irr U n where Irr U n (A) is the set of isomorphism classes of rank n locally free sheaves of A-modules N on U (C) such that N ⊗ A k is irreducible for every field k equipped with a homomorphism A → k. It is easy to see that if Pic A = 0 and every Azumaya algebra over A is isomorphic to End A n then the map Irr U n → Irr U n is bijective. In particular, this is true if A is a complete local ring with finite residue field.
Notice that locally constant sheaves with finite fibers on U (C) and U et are the same. Moreover, if U has a model U E over a subfield E ⊂ C (i.e., U = U E ⊗ E C) then they are the same as locally constant sheaves with finite fibers on (U E ⊗ EĒ ) et , so Gal(Ē/E) acts on the disjoint union of the completions ( Irr U n ) z of Irr U n at all possible closed points z ∈ Irr U n .
2.2. Fix a closed point z ∈ Irr U n and a model U E of U over a finitely generated subfield E ⊂ C so that z is Gal(Ē/E)-invariant. Then Gal(Ē/E) acts on ( Irr U n ) z . In §6 we will prove the following lemma. 
(b) Assume that Conjecture dJ(n) holds. Then there exists R as in (a) such that for every closed point v ∈ Spec R and k ∈ N the fixed point scheme
where l is the characteristic of the residue field of z. 1.3. If M is as in Conjecture Kash top (C) and F ′ is a field containing F then each of the 3 statements of the conjectures holds for M ⊗ F F ′ if and only if it holds for M . So for i = 1, 2, 3 there is a subset Bad Q i ⊂ Irr U n ⊗Q such that for every field F ⊃ Q and every rank n irreducible lisse perverse sheaf of F -vector spaces M U on U the i-th statement of Conjecture Kash top (C) does not hold for M = j ! * M U if and only if M U ∈ Bad Q i (F ). In §3 we will prove the following statement.
Now let us prove Theorem
2. 6 . Denote by Bad i the closure of Bad Q i in Irr U n . We have to prove that
We assume that j : U ֒→ X comes from a morphism j E : U E ֒→ X E of schemes over E. We also assume that in the cases i = 1, 2 π : X → Y comes from a morphism π E : X E → Y E of schemes over E and in the case i = 3 the function f is defined over E. Besides, in the case i = 2 we assume that our relatively ample line bundle on X comes from a bundle L E on X E . Proof. Let us consider ( Irr U n ) z as a scheme rather than a formal scheme. It suffices to show that if F is a finite extension of Q l and O ⊂ F is the ring of integers then the subset
We chose R so that finiteness is clear. We chose z so that ( Bad i ) z is smooth over Z l , therefore Fix k ⊂ ( Bad i ) z is defined by d equations, where d is the dimension of ( Bad i ) z over Z l . So finiteness implies that Fix k is a complete intersection over Z l and therefore flat over Z l (this argument was used, e.g., in §3.14 of [dJ] ). For some k ∈ N the automorphism Fr k v acts identically on the residue field of z. Then Fix k is not empty.
The above lemma contradicts the following statement, which will be proved in §6.
2.9.
Lemma. Let E be as in 2.7 and R as in 2.3(a) .
Constructibility
In this section all rings are assumed to be commutative and Noetherian. Lemma 2.5 can be reformulated as follows.
The proof will be given in 3.11 after some preparatory lemmas.
Let X be an algebraic variety over C. For every ring
Proof. Using 3.3(ii) we reduce the proof to the case where X is smooth and C is lisse. This case is equivalent to that of X = Spec C, which is well known and easy.
Let M be a perverse sheaf of
; this is equivalent to exactness of the functor N → N ⊗ A M on the category of finitely generated A-modules N .
Proof. Clearly (ii)⇒(i). The proof of (ii) is similar to that of 3.4.
Lemma. Let
A be an integral ring and K its field of fractions. Let M be a perverse sheaf of A-modules on X(C). Let j : A) . Moreover, by 3. 6 we can assume that M is flat and i ! M ∈ p D >0 (X(C), A). Then for every field k equipped with a
Proof. (i) We can assume that M ⊗ A K is irreducible. Localizing A we can assume that the support of M equals the support of M ⊗ A K. So we can assume that this support equals X. Then there is a smooth open subset j : U ֒→ X such that M ⊗ A K = j ! * j * (M ⊗ A K) and j * M ⊗ A K is lisse and irreducible. Then j * M ⊗ AK is semisimple (here we use that char K = 0), so localizing A we can assume that j * M ⊗ A k is semisimple for every morphism from A to a field k. It remains to apply 3.7.
(ii) Let 0 → N K → M K → P K → 0 be a nontrivial extension of perverse sheaves with M K = M ⊗ A K. Localizing A we can assume that it comes from an exact sequence 0 → N → M → P → 0 of flat perverse sheaves of A-modules on X(C). It defines an element u ∈ H 1 (C), C := R Hom(P, N ), such that the image of u in H 1 (C) ⊗ A K is nonzero. For every morphism from A to a field k the sequence of perverse sheaves 0
is the image of u. As C is quasi-isomorphic to a finite complex of finitely generated A-modules, there exists f ∈ A \ 0 such that for every morphism 
Proof. (i) follows from 3.8(i). Let us prove (ii). By 3.6(i) we can assume that the perverse cohomology sheaves H i C are flat over A. Then H j 
is not semisimple for every morphism from A f to a field k. If H j C ⊗ A K is semisimple for all j then there exists j such that the canonical element u ∈ Hom(τ >j C, (τ ≤j C)[1]) has nonzero image in Hom(τ >j C, (τ ≤j C)[1]) ⊗ A K. Just as in the proof of 3.8(ii) this implies that there is an f ∈ A \ {0} such that the image of u in
is nonzero for every morphism from A f to a field k.
Lemma. Let A, K be as in 3.7 and ϕ
is an isomorphism for every morphism from A f to a field k. If ϕ K is not an isomorphism then there is an f ∈ A\{0} such that ϕ k is not an isomorphism for every morphism from A f to a field k.
3.11. Proof of Lemma 3.1. By 3.6(i) and 3.7, localizing A we can assume that j ! * M U is A-flat and (j ! * M U ) ⊗ A k = j ! * (M U ⊗ A k) for every morphism from A to a field k.
To prove Lemma 3.1 for i = 1 apply 3.9 to C = π * j ! * M U and notice that
To prove the lemma for i = 2 notice that by 3.6(i) one can assume that the perverse sheaves H r π * j ! * M U , r ∈ Z, are A-flat and so H r π * j ! * (M U ⊗ A k) = (H r π * j ! * M U ) ⊗ A k. Then apply 3.10. Now let us prove the lemma for i = 3. As Ψ f is exact, L := Ψ f j ! * M U is an A-flat perverse sheaf and Ψ f j ! * (M U ⊗ A k) = L ⊗ A k. As dim End(L ⊗ A K) < ∞ and char K = 0, the monodromy T ∈ Aut(L ⊗ A K) satisfies p(T ) m = 0 for some m ∈ N and some monic polynomial p with nonzero discriminant D and constant term c. Localizing A we can assume that D, c are invertible in A and the equality p(T ) m = 0 holds in End L. There is a unique q ∈ A[t]/(p(t)) such that q ≡ 1 mod p(t) and p(t/q) = 0. Define T u ∈ Aut L by T u := q(T ), then T u becomes equal to the unipotent part of T after any base change A → k, where k is a field. There is a unique exhaustive increasing filtration W on L such that (T − 1)W k L ⊂ W k−2 L and the morphisms (T − 1) k : gr W k L → gr W −k L are isomorphisms (this holds for a unipotent automorphism in any abelian category). By 3.6(i), localizing A we can assume that gr W L is A-flat. Then for every morphism from A to a field k the filtration on L ⊗ A k induced by W is the weight filtration and gr(L ⊗ A k) = (gr W L) ⊗ A k. It remains to apply 3.8.
Very good models
In this section we remind the results of [BBD] used in §6.
4.1.
Let E be a field finitely generated over a prime field, X a scheme of finite type over E and M 1 , . . . , M k F) , where F is a finite field whose characteristic l is different from that of E. Let R ⊂ E be a subring of finite type over Z whose field of fractions equals E.
c (X R , F) whose pull-back to X is identified with M i . For every R and E as above every collection (X, M 1 , . . . , M k ) has a model over R. Given a model (X R , (M 1 ) R , . . . , (M k ) R ) we denote by X u the fiber of X R over a geometric point u of Spec R and by (M i ) u the * -restriction of M i to X u . We write XĒ, (M i )Ē instead of X SpecĒ , (M i ) SpecĒ and denote by p R the morphism X R → Spec R. We need the following ad hoc definition.
2) for every geometric point u of Spec R and every i, j the morphism
is an isomorphism and the morphism
induced by an embedding of the strict henselization R u intoĒ is also an isomorphism. 
More precisely, after replacing R by some R f the following properties (which are stronger than the above property 2) hold: a) for every geometric point u of Spec R and every i, j the morphism
, are lisse and for every geometric point u of Spec R and every i,j the morphism ((p R )
This is shown in §6.1 of [BBD] by reducing to the case where each (M i ) R is the extension by zero of a local system on a locally closed subscheme of X R and using Theorem 1.9 from [De3] .
4.5.
Suppose we have a model (X R , (M 1 ) R , . . . , (M k ) R ). Let R u denote the strict henselization of R at a geometric point u of Spec R. Choose an algebraic closureĒ ⊃ E and an embedding R u ֒→Ē. Let O be a local Artinian ring whose residue field O/m is a finite extension of O) be the thick triangulated subcategory generated by the complexes (M i ) u ⊗ F O/m (according to [Ve] , a triangulated subcategory B of a triangulated category A is thick if every object of A which is a direct summand of an object of B belongs to B). Let
is the full subcategory of complexes of finite Tor-dimension. (In fact, one can prove 1 that
, but we do not need this fact). One also has the similar categories O) . The following lemma and its proof is a version of §6.1.9 of [BBD] .
and their analogs for D {M i } are equivalences, so one gets equivalences of triangulated categories
Proof. It suffices to prove the lemma for D {M i } . To this end, use Remark 4.3 and the fact that every idempotent endomorphism of an object of the derived category of sheaves comes from a direct sum decomposition (see [Ne] , ch. 1, Proposition 1. 6.8.) 4.7. Remark. Consider the point v ∈ Spec R corresponding to the geometric point u. The henselization R v of R at v is embedded intoĒ; denote by E v its field of fractions. Then Gal(Ē/E v ) acts on R u ,Ē, and u, so it acts on the categories O) (an action of a monoid Γ on a category C is a monoidal functor from Γ to the
where P is a perfect complex of O-modules such that H 0 P = O/m and H j P = 0 if j = 0 and j > −N ′ ). If one also has C ∈ D prf (Xu, O) then for N big enough the morphism
monoidal category of functors C → C). The equivalence (4.5) is Gal(Ē/E v )equivariant because it is a composition of two Gal(Ē/E v )-equivariant equivalences. 4 . 8 . Now suppose that the M i 's are perverse sheaves whose pull-backs to XĒ are semisimple. A good model (X R , (M 1 ) R , . . . , (M k ) R ) is said to be very good if (M i ) u is a semisimple perverse sheaf for every i and every geometric point u of Spec R. In this situation if (M i )Ē is absolutely irreducible (i.e., (M i )Ē) ⊗ FF is irreducible) then (M i ) u is absolutely irreducible for every geometric point u of Spec R (because (4.5) induces an isomorphism
In the case of a very good model
such that all irreducible components of the reduction modulo m of their perverse cohomology sheaves occur in (
There is a similar description of D {M i } (XĒ, O). So the equivalences (4. 6) and (4.5) corresponding to a very good model send perverse sheaves to perverse sheaves and the same is true for the equivalences inverse to (4.5) and (4.5) .
Using the principles explained in §6. 1.7 of [BBD] one shows that every model (X R , (M 1 ) R , . . . , (M k ) R ) becomes very good after a base change of the form R → R f . 4.9. Now let O be a complete discrete valuation ring whose residue field O/m is a finite extension of F. According to Deligne's definition of the l-adic derived category (see §2.2.14 of [BBD] 
Same is true for XĒ and X R ⊗ R R u . By 4.6, in the case of a good model we have the equivalences (4.3) -(4.5). It easily follows from 4.8 that in the case of a very good model the equivalence (4.5) sends perverse sheaves to perverse sheaves and the same is true for the equivalence inverse to (4.5).
5.
A lemma on nearby cycles 5.1. We keep the notation from 4.1, but now we suppose that char E = 0. Lemma 5.4 below essentially says that after localizing R the complexes Ψ fu (M u ) come from a single object of D b c (X R , F). To formulate the lemma precisely we need some notation.
Define
For every geometric point u of Spec R one has the base change morphism
and the obvious morphism
Let κ u be the residue field of u and I := Gal(κ u ((t))/κ u ((t)) ). If m, l are invertible on u and coprime then Ψ (m) fu (M u ) = Ψ fu (M u ) Im , where I m is the unique normal subgroup of I such that I/I m ≃ Z l × Z/mZ. The following ad hoc definition will be used in 6.2.4. 5.2 
the morphisms (5.1) and (5.2) are isomorphisms for all u, c) for every m ∈ mN the morphism Ψ 
Proof. Using resolution of singularities in characteristic 0 reduce the proof to the case that We fix a model U E of U over a finitely generated subfield E ⊂ C. Let F denote the residue field of z (which is finite), and l := char F. While proving Lemmas 2.3 and 2.9 we can replace E by its finite extension, so we can assume that z is the isomorphism class of a lisse perverse F-sheaf M U E on U E . The pull-back M UĒ of M U E to UĒ := U E ⊗ EĒ is absolutely irreducible. We will use the notions of "good" and "very good" from 4.2 and 4.8.
Given a finitely generated ring R with field of fractions E and a closed point v ∈ Spec R we choose an embedding of the henselization R v intoĒ. We will use this embedding in the situation of 2.3(a). The field of fractions of R v is denoted by E v . The embedding R v →Ē defines a geometric pointv of Spec R and an embedding of the strict henselization Rv intoĒ (if Ev ⊂Ē is the maximal extension of E v unramified at v and L is the integral closure of R v in Ev thenv is defined to be the closed point of L; then Rv = L). a proper morphism π R : X R → Y R . In the case i = 2 after another localization we can extend L E to a relatively ample line bundle on X R . Further localizing R we can assume that (π R ) * (M 1 ) R , . . . , (π R ) * (M k ) R belong to the triangulated subcategory of D b c (Y R , F) generated by (N 1 ) R , . . . , (N m ) R . We claim that after these localizations the fixed point schemes Fix(Fr k v , ( Bad i ) z ), i ∈ {1, 2}, have noZ l -points for every closed point v ∈ Spec R and every k ∈ N. Let us prove this for i = 1 (the case i = 2 is quite similar).
Suppose there exists a Fr k v -invariantZ l -point of ( Bad 1 ) z ). It comes from a Fr k v -invariant O-point ξ of ( Bad 1 ) z ), where O is the ring of integers in some finite extension F ⊃ Q l . We have [O/m : F] < ∞, where m is the maximal ideal of O and F is the residue field of z. Our ξ corresponds to an O-flat lisse perverse sheafM on UĒ such thatM /mM ≃ M UĒ ⊗ F (O/m) and the complex (πĒ) * (jĒ) ! * M ⊗ O F is not semisimple (here M UĒ is the pull-back of M U E to UĒ and the morphisms jĒ : UĒ ֒→ XĒ, πĒ : XĒ → YĒ are induced by j E : U E ֒→ X E , π E : X E → Y E ). Besides, (σ k ) * M ≃M , where σ ∈ Gal(Ē/E v ) is a preimage of the Frobenius element of π 1 (Spec R,v).
The perverse sheaf ( where the horizontal arrows are the equivalences (4.5) and the vertical ones are (πĒ) * and (πv) * . Let P ∈ D {M i } (X u , O) be the image of (jĒ ) ! * M . Then P is a perverse sheaf on Xv such that P ⊗ O F is irreducible but the complex (πv) * P ⊗ O F is not semisimple. Besides, the isomorphism class of P is invariant with respect to π 1 (v k ,v), v k := Spec κ k , where κ k is the extension of order k of the residue field of v inside the residue field ofv. So P is the pull-back of a perverse sheaf P 0 on X v k := X R ⊗ R v k . According to Corollary VII.8 of [L] and Corollary 5.3.2 of [BBD] , P 0 ⊗ O F becomes pure after tensoring it by a rank 1 sheaf on v k . So by §5. 1.14 and §5.4.6 of [BBD] (πv) * P ⊗ O F is semisimple, and we get a contradiction. 6.2.4 . Proof for i = 3. Let Y E ⊂ X E denote the subscheme f = 0. Let N 1 , . . . , N r be the irreducible components of the perverse sheaves Ψ f (M 1 ), . . . ,Ψ f (M k ). Localizing R we can assume that f extends to a regular function f R on X R . Further localizing R we can choose a very good model (Y R , (N 1 ) R , . . . , (N r ) R ) of (Y E , N 1 , . . . , N r ) such that Y R is the closed subscheme of X R defined by f R = 0. By 5.4, after another localization all the models (Y E , N j , f ), 1 ≤ j ≤ r, become Ψ f -good in the sense of 5.2. By 5.3(ii) we can assume that the number m from the definition of "Ψ fgood" does not depend on j. Further localizing R we can assume that
